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105. On the Transformation of a Thetafunction
by Siegel’s Jodular Substitutions.

By Masao SUGAWARA.
(Comm. by T. TAKAGI, M.I.A., Dec. 13, 1937.)

The transformation-formula of a theta-function of the 1st degree
by Siegel’s modular substitution was already discovered. But in point
of view of systematic, it is desirable to deduce it along Siegel’s line.
Our way is not essentially different from the classical one, but some-
what formally simpler.

(1) A*D-C*B=E B*D=D*B A*C=C*A

Then a symmetric matrix Q with positive imaginary part is trans-
formed by the substitution M into a matrix Q0 of the same kind.

Qo- (AQ-t-B) (CQ-t-D)-We define lhe thetafunction of the 1st degree with the modulous
Q, the argument u, and the characteristics g and h, as follows

(u; g, h; Q) , e

where x runs over the n dimensional lattice points. It is uniformly
convergent in u when Q has a positive imaginary part. Now we con-
sider the thetafunction as a function of v, says, (v)=(u; g, h; Q),
where u (CQ -t- D)*v.

hen the transformation +. eorresponds to the trans-

formation --, resetively, and
+AQ+B

(u+CQ+D; g, h; Q)

e-i’Q-2i’u+2(a’-h’

(u; g, h; Q) e

(u+AQ+D; g, h; Q)

(u; g, h; Q) e-’Qa-’+("’-a’)

Small resp. large letters mean vectors resp. matrices of nth. dimension P resp.
P means th. column resp. raw-vector of matrix P, where 1 g n is a given num-

ber, and P the th. diagonal component of P, while (_P) represents the vector whose
th. component is P, (x--l, 2 n). * resp.’ represents "transposition" of a matrix
resp. vector.

1) A. Krazer. Lehrbuch der Thetafunctionen.
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Therefore we have

where

=Dg- Ch-b 1-- (--C-*)
2

Bg-Ah- 1__ (---.).
2

On the other hand, the function

has the following properties;

(?)-E_) e=iv’c(cQ+D)*v+i_,(CQ+D)+2iG._,(CQ+D)*

--(V) eiC-’(CQ+D+2u)

Q__o.o) r(v) euiQ’C(CQ+D)*Q--+2giQ’C(CQ+D)*v

(V) ei(Q--"+2v’)CAQ+B)

because as M* is a modular substitution, CD* DC* and thus C(CQ+D)*
is a symmetric matrix.

Therefore the function

fl(v) (u; g, h; Q) e

has the following properties;

ll(v+ _E) ll(v)e
H(v+ Qo) ll(v) e’(’c-A’)AQ+B)+2((AQ+B)’C* -A_’(CQ+D,*

H(v) e-’i’-2u-2/-h

because by (1) follow

(AQ+B)’C* A’(CQ/D)* B’C* A’D* -E’

(Q__C- A_.’) (AQ/B)= ((AQ-B)’C* A._’(CQ/D)*) Q_Q_t= o
ll(v) is therefore a thetafunction of the 1st degree with the modulous
Q0 and the characteristic and .

As there is only one thetafunction of v of the 1st degree with a
given modulous and given characteristics except constant factors, we
have

where K is a constant independent of v.
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To determine the constant K we multiply e-2i’ to both sides of
the equality

v((CQ-t-D)*v; g, h; Q) e’"V(VQ+D)*’--K(v; , ; Qo)

and integrate with respect x over 0 to 1.
Then by the well-known formula

we have

where

=(x-F g)’Q(x-F g)-F 2(x-t-g)’ ((CQ+D)*v-t-h)
-Fv’C(CQ-FD)*v 2g v

Here we make assumption that the determinant of the matrix
C is not zero, that is CI =0, and introduce new summation-vectors y
and instead of x by the relation x=C*y+, then the equality

holds, where
pmod. ICI

h= tb(v; y)=(C*yTpTg)’Q(C*y--FflTg)

-F 2(C*y+p+g)’((CQ+D)*v+h)
-i-v’C(CQ+D)*v- 2g v

and II C I] means the absolute value of the determinant CI"
In the summation y runs over whole lattice points, while runs

over a complete system of representatives of residues mod. C].
Now

and

-’CD*,(v y)-C,(v-Fy, O)-y y-t-2y’Ch-t-2g y-2(fl--I-g)’D*y

tb(v -t- y O) y’C y 2fl’D*y -i- (--*) y

It follows that

y CD y--(CD*)’y mod. 2.

Therefore by the elementary formula

1) dv means dye, dr2 dvn, where v=(v, v2 vn).
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we get

where

,, .f(y+v)dv , dv f(v) dv

,o= (pTg)’Q(p-F g)+2(p+g)’ ((CQ-FD)*v-F h)
.-F v’C(CQ+D)*v- 2g

Put k=C*-((p+g)-(CQ+D)-7), then by the symmetry of the

matrix C(CQ+D)* we have . C (CQ+D)-*7o (v+k)’ C(CQ+D)* (v+ k,) "’
(p+g)’D*C*-(fl+g)+ 2(fl+g)’h+ 2{fl+g) C-

If we introduce the expression of in the last term and remember the
the relation D*C*-’= C-*D, we get

,o (v+ k)’ C(CQ+D)* (v+ k) 7’C*-(CQ+D)-7+g’C-’Dg

p’C-’Dp+(p+.)’

On the other hand man can easily prove the following formula

i+ i
1)

J= e’(v+k)’C(CQ+D)*(v+k)dv
C(CQ+

by bringing the matrix C(CQ+D)* to its diagonal form.
Hence it follows that

Here

Put

1) C.L. Siegel" tber die analytische Theorie der quadratischen Formen. 1. lemma
37. The sign of the quadratic root may be determined from the primitive formula
where C(CQ+D)* has a diagonal form.
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because

and

,(g, h)=(g’D*-h’C*) ((C*--B)g/Ah)
-(g’D*-h’C*) (AB*)+(CD*)’ C*-g

(g, h)= (g’D* h’C*) (AC-(Dg- Ch)-2Bg/2Ah)
-(g’D*-h’C*) (A--__B*)/(CD---*) (AC-(Dg-Ch)-Bg/Ah)

AC-(Dg Ch) Bg/Ah (C*-A*D B) g

=(C*-(C*B/E)-B)g=C*-g.
The expression of K thus becomes

where

1 i(*) K= II Cll"- C(CQ+D)]

e-nip’C-1Dp+nip’c-l(----*)
p mod. ICi

(g, h)=g g-h’C*Ah-2h’C*Bg+(g’D*-h’C*) (*)
Hence we get at last the

Theorem. Let M=( )be a modular substitution, then the follow-

ing functional equation

(u,. g, h; Q)--Ke-i"V(eQ+D)*9(V g, h,̂’Qo)
holds, where

u-(CQ+D)*v Qo=(AQ+B) (CQ+D)-
*)

while K has the above expression (*).


